
Managing the finest vacation homes in 
the most inspiring destinations.



Our suite of luxury vacation home services, from 
rental marketing and home exchange to complete 
asset management, is customized to meet the 
requirements of each owner and home.  Leave the 
hassles to us.  Enjoy your home more!

No two vacation homes
are the same.



“We value you (Elite), your relationships,  professionalism, and keeping your eye 

on the ball. We’ve worked with other rental agencies but no one at your level.”

Ben M. / Owner in Costa Rica

Elite will assume responsibility for the functions you want to offload, 
including rental revenue generation, running the day-to-day operations, 
accounting and guest services.  Your Owner Concierge will act as your 

personal assistant to schedule the time you want to enjoy in your home.

We give you your time back.



We ensure premium representation of your home in the vacation rental marketplace.  
Our dedicated multi-lingual reservations team works continuously to maximize 
rentals that make sense for your home.  Our skillful asset management team will 
manage your vacation home as a business, making sure yours is a well-run asset.

We improve your bottom line.

“Elite has generated significant rental income.  We like their approach to marketing that spans multiple 

channels and multiple markets.  A lot of rental management companies represent a lot of properties in one 

market, so they end up generating less income for each property.  We also appreciate the timely accounting.”

Rob G. / Owner in Hawaii



As a unique benefit of being part of the Elite 
Destination Homes portfolio, you can experience 
other Elite vacation homes around the world at 
no charge through our exclusive, voluntary home 
exchange program. You request the time and place.  
Your Owner Concierge will handle the details.

You get to see and
enjoy the world.

“The opportunity to travel elsewhere has been amazing. No more sorting through rentals for something 

suitable and well kept, and being disappointed. All of the Elite Destination Homes are of such high quality 

that they take your breath away, and the Concierge reception makes traveling to a new place a wonderful 

experience... and so easy to arrange, since Elite does ALL the work! We’re looking forward to our next trip.”

Mimi C. / Owner in Paris



You have the home, we truly do the rest.
Our depth and love of providing vacation home services is based on more than 
40 years of managing commercial real estate for investors and over a decade of 

providing luxury vacation stays for discerning guests.  We are owners ourselves and 
will treat your real estate asset as if it were ours.

Learn More

Connect with Elite
inquiry@elitedestinationhomes.com

(651) 389-3843

  elitedestinationhomes.com


